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Chapter 1 : Panorama Route (Graskop) - All You Need to Know BEFORE You Go (with Photos) - TripAdvis
The magnificent Panorama Route in South Africa's Mpumalanga province is one of the continents great natural wonders
and one of the world's most beautiful driving routes.

There are many great attractions and sights along the Panorama Route which makes it one of the best places to
explore in South Africa. With so much to see along the route, the area deserves at least two to three days to
spend enough time at each place and enjoy the region. To rush the Panorama Route would be to miss so much
of the beauty. Within these clusters, many of the attractions are just a short drive to the next. So, if you were
short on time, it is feasible to tick off the highlights on a good, albeit long day trip itinerary. However, if you
do have the time, there is much to be seen and experienced on the Panorama Route beyond the main natural
attractions. Panorama Route Tours There are many full and half day trips leaving from Hazyview. Panorama
Route Self Drive Hazyview, Sabie and Graskop are often the most popular towns to base yourself if you do
plan a self-drive Panorama Route itinerary over a couple of days. It was a much less tourist-dense experience
than say Graskop and located in some stunning countryside. We allowed ourselves three nights based on
driving from Johannesburg. This gave us plenty of time to explore more than just the main attractions without
rushing. While the signage in the area is okay, a map with good detail of the attractions and landmarks is
invaluable in planning your itinerary and the route you will take. For people who usually rely on smartphone
navigation, our map was threadbare by the time we finished driving the Panorama Route. A spectacular view,
1 metres above sea level over the canyon where the Blyde River cuts its way through the valleys with the
Blydepoort Dam in the distance. Aside from the main natural sights, there are also many other attractions
worth visiting. Far more attractions than can be seen in one day. Some of these are: The Hoedspruit
Endangered Species Centre was one of our favourite experiences. The Moholoholo Animal Rehabilitation
Centre. The beautiful 24 Degrees South Country Estate. One of the largest canyons in the world and the
second largest on the continent. If you are looking for the best places to explore in southern Africa then you
cannot go past Blyde River Canyon. Whether marvelling at the canyon itself or the Three Rondavels, without
a doubt, this is the most awe-inspiring stop along the Panorama Route. A magnificent vista of rocky peaks and
deep valleys of dense forest where cliff edges can drop a staggering metres. The Blyde River snakes through
the canyon until it reaches the pristine Blydepoort Dam, a bright contrast of blue in the lush forest that
surrounds it. As the area is such a major tourist drawcard, it can get hectic. It is much nicer to enjoy the view
without crowds of tour groups. The afternoon offers better light for photographers. One of the three iconic
landmarks in Blyde River Canyon Reserve. The Three Rondavels take their name from the traditional African
huts they resemble. An overwhelmingly beautiful view formed by the slow erosion of the underlying soft
stone, leaving exposed quartzite and shale that form the meter high rondavels. Entrance Fee to the Three
Rondavels: R10 â€” R30 per vehicle depending on the size. Churning whirlpools at the confluence of the
Treur and Blyde rivers have gradually etched away at the rock-faces leaving cylindrical potholes in the
bedrock. The Potholes are named after the gold digger Tom Bourke, who staked a claim nearby. A series of
bridges allow visitors to walk above these beautiful pools as the river continues to carve away at the rock
twenty metres below. This spot is a must for photographers. As with many of the stops along the Panorama
Route, monkeys can be a problem. Be sure to lock your car and watch your belongings. The most dramatic, at
over 90m, Lisbon Falls is the highest in the Province. Declared a national monument, the beautiful Mac Mac
falls has a viewing platform so the entire meter drop can be viewed from above. The Berlin Falls is one of the
best places to explore in Southern Africa. Many of the waterfall stops make great places for a picnic or braai.
There are several swimming spots as well as barbecue and picnic facilities at the base of Mac Mac Falls. A
popular spot, as there is also a 3km bird trail here popular with hikers and twitchers. Entrance Fee to waterfalls
on the Panorama Route: Expect to pay a minimum of R10 per car to access the waterfalls. A picturesque,
organised picnic site tucked under pine trees alongside the Mac Mac River named for the Scottish miners who
panned for gold there. The river flows into crystal clear rock pools where visitors can swim in the crisp
mountain water. The area also has picnic areas, braai and good clean toilet facilities. One of our favourite
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spots for a relaxing lunch and swim. Entrance Fee to Mac Mac Pools: A cooler bag was also a godsend on our
self-drive Kruger Safari for those long mornings spent in the car game viewing. The R loop ends 4km past the
Wonder View bringing you back onto the R Make sure you reach for the wide angle lens or switch to
panorama view on your camera for these stops. The Pinnacle â€” A freestanding natural skyscraper of rock
rising vertically out of the dense forest. Two separate viewing decks give you different perspectives of this
impressive vista. Entrance Fee to the Pinnacle: On a bright day, the view reaches all the way to Mozambique,
over km away. No Entrance Fee to Wonder View: Just pull over on the side of the road. Although he kept his
discovery secret, the second discovery by prospector William Trafford spurred the inevitable. Arts and crafts
shops and plenty of places to stop for a meal or a drink including the Royal Hotel or the old saloon bar. A
favourite lunch stop with day tourists to the area and base for those driving the Panorama Route over a number
of days. Image South Africa Tourism Graskop Mpumalanga Established in the s as a gold mining camp,
Graskop now serves as a tourist destination and the timber industry. Graskop Attractions We found the big
draw card to Graskop was the ability to stock up on a few self-catering essentials for our evening Braai. If you
are self-driving, a picnic or braai at one of the designated picnic spots is far more pleasing. If you are thinking
of basing yourself in Graskop, it is in a convenient location and has plenty of accommodation, shops and
restaurants. While the Panorama Route is primarily known for its scenic attractions, there is also abundant
wildlife, if you are on the lookout. The colder months mean lower grass and less foliage on trees so more
opportunity for wildlife sightings. Summer The summer wet season brings with it rain and mist which can
make driving unpleasant and can hinder some of the more spectacular views. Summer is the best time for
brilliant displays of white and pink wildflowers. From short and easy half-day trails to more advance 5-day
hikes through the Blyde River Canyon itself. The Panorama Route and the Blyde River Canyon Reserve offer
hiking trails to suit all kinds of hikers and fitness levels. Just as spectacular waterfalls are plentiful, so are
hiking trails. Many of which go hand-in-hand such as: The 2 km Kadishi Trail into the picturesque ravine of
the Canyon is a great hike for any age or fitness level. Dotted with waterfalls and swimming holes, it offers
many swimming and picnic opportunities. For a full day hike, take the circular Loerie Trail. Where to Stay on
the Panorama Route Your Panorama Route accommodation choice depends on how you choose to do the route
and how long you have. Graskop Graskop is closest to the main attractions and considered the best place to
base yourself. It has plenty of accommodation catering to all styles of traveller and budgets and offers the
convenience of town for those who do not wish to self-cater. Although, they are further from the main
attractions of the Panorama Route. Hazyview has the best facilities in the area for fuel and supplies. We had a
large self-contained apartment with terrace and braai facilities. The included breakfast is excellent, and the
property has a lovely pool area. Ohrigstad is away from the central tourist places but still in a good location
for easy access to all the major and not so major attractions. The only downfall, if you wish to self-cater. You
need to plan and purchase provisions in advance or along your drives as the town itself only has very basic
general stores. Search More Accommodation Options in Ohrigstad here. Alternatively, you can fly into closer
cities such as Nelspruit and Hoedspruit and hire a car from there. Many visitors going to Kruger National Park
do this and incorporate the Panorama Route in their itinerary. Road Conditions on the Panorama Route For the
most part, the roads around the Panorama Route are in overall good condition, so driving is not stressful. Just
keep an eye out for roadworks and the occasional pothole. You can also visit the Panorama Route as part of an
organised tour. These are just a few ideas of what is available.
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Panorama Route Map - Panorama Route detail and street level map showing the location of attractions and landmarks
of the Panorama Route includuding Blyde River Canyon, Bourke's Luck Potholes and God's Window. The magnificent
Panorama Route is best known for its cultural heritage and its dramatic landscapes.

This area is most often visited en route to Kruger Park and the game reserves of Greater Kruger, yet the
Panorama Route is a travel destination in its own right. This canyon is unique in that it is lushly vegetated,
unlike the largest and second largest canyons in the world, the Grand Canyon and the Fish River Canyon
respectively. Its unique flora makes Blyde River Canyon the largest forested green canyon in the world. The
only true canyon in South Africa, Blyde River Canyon boasts numerous panoramic viewpoints and waterfalls.
Journeying through the Panorama Route travellers will encounter deep canyons, looming rock formations,
plummeting waterfalls and panoramic mountain views, along with quaint towns. Panorama Route Highlights
include: As the Treur River tumbles into the Blyde River the waters form whirlpools carrying tiny sand and
rock particles that have corroded the bedrock over the ages. Wonder View The highest viewpoint along the
Panorama Route on the edge of the Drakensberg Escarpment, Wonder View stands at metres above sea level.
Located along the R road, Wonder View looks out over the hills and plateaus of the lowveld stretching on for
what seems like an eternity. When visibility is good on cloudless days one can admire an astounding degree
view from the aptly named Wonder View lookout point. When the skies are clear one can see across Kruger
National Park and beyond to the Lebombo Mountains on the Mozambique border. The Pinnacle This
Panorama Route highlight is a towering column of cracked rock dotted with aloe plants. It stands 30 metres
tall, jutting out of the lush indigenous forests at its foot. The sheer rock faces of these three rounded peaks are
draped in orange lichen and crowned with green vegetation as they pose majestically side-by-side. The
viewpoint, located near Blydepoort Dam off the R road, offers beautiful views of these three famous
geographical features and the surrounding bush and dams. Panorama Route Waterfalls Lisbon Falls - the
highest waterfall in the area, drops 92 metres over a sheer cliff, flowing in two or three streams. Berlin Falls flows through a narrow funnel in the cliffs, plunging to a ledge and cascading into a deep pool 45m below.
The drive starts on the R north of Graskop, branching off onto the R which forms a scenic loop and rejoins the
R Located west of Kruger Park this is considered one of the most scenic and popular destinations in South
Africa. It winds through the rugged northern Drakensberg Mountain Range, where the huge inland plateau
drops sharply to the wide-open plains of the Lowveld, as much as a thousand metres below. Panorama Route
Towns The Panorama Route is dotted with a number of charming towns, most of which are well worth a visit.
These pretty towns have a lot to offer visitors, in terms of accommodation, outdoor activities and nice shops
and restaurants. Later Graskop became a forestry centre and today it is the travel hub for the Panorama Route,
known for its gift shops and pancake cafes. White River is located just north of Nelspruit and offers plenty of
outdoor adventure activities and golfing. It has a pleasant climate and hosts pottery and art studios, gift shops,
delis and open-air restaurants. The small farming town of Malalane is close to some world-class golf courses
and is located a minute drive from the Malalane Gate of the Kruger Park. The picturesque town of Dullstroom
is one of the highest and coldest towns in South Africa, set in a watery environment featuring streams,
waterfalls and dams. Dullstroom is a good place for fly-fishing, with 14 lakes and dams nearby that are
well-stocked with rainbow trout. Other activities include horse riding and hiking trails and visits to the birds of
prey rehabilitation centre. Other Panorama Route towns include the rural Lydenburg, located at the base of the
Long Tom Pass, and the peaceful town of Sabie, set in a large man-made forest. Wildlife found here includes
dassies, bush pig and bushbabies, along with various antelopes, including klipspringers, grey rhebuck, oribis,
kudus and bushbuck. The Wetland areas and Blyde River draw hippos and crocodiles, as well as otters. Eagles
are commonly sighted, and three species of Loeries are also found here, among an abundance of other birds.
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Chapter 3 : Budget Travel in Panorama Route | Budget Travel Guide
Panorama Route: amazing car route in South Africa One of the highlights of a trip to South Africa is, without a doubt, the
panorama Route. The Panorama Route is a South African car route with an abundance of scenic landscapes and
nature.

Lydenburg This historic town was founded in by Voortrekker leader Andries Potgieter. For a brief period it
served as the capital of the Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek. Long before this, a mysterious civilization occupied
the region. The Lydenburg Heads are hollow terracotta sculptures dating back to AD. These sculptures are
believed to have been used in religious ceremonies by these people. The Lydenburg museum showcases some
of these finds. The town also featured prominently on the route from the Transvaal Republic to Delagoa Bay.
Today Lydenburg is known for farming, trout fishing and mining. Sabie Sabie is known as a forestry and
tourist town. The town was inhabited by the Sesotho in the early s. Europeans settled in Sabie from , when
gold was discovered in the area. Since it is a high altitude town, it was used as a base for early big game
hunters, as it was malaria free. The river also known as the Sabie river often flooded and was infested with
crocodiles; hence the local people called it uluSaba - the river of fear. Through the foresight of Joseph Brook
Shires, commercial trees were planted in , leading to Sabie being surrounded by one of the largest man-made
forests in the world today. He wrote in his memoirs of leaving women behind in Graskop translated as "grassy
hill" whilst looking for an ox wagon route to Delagoa Bay. The whole town has been classified as a national
monument. Its history can be traced back to when Alex Patterson discovered alluvial gold. National Gold
Panning Championships are held annually in the village and visitors can also book a panning experience.
Hazyview Hazyview is a town situated close to the Kruger National Park. The town is frequented by visitors
due to the fact that it is the gateway to the Phabeni Gate of the Kruger National Park. Hazyview is renowned
for its various animal sanctuaries, including a world-famous elephant sanctuary. He started a trading store, but
after his death the farm was sold, and one of the first private game reserves in South Africa was proclaimed on
the land. The town was established by Voortrekkers in , and is named after Voortrekker leader Andries
Hendrik Potgieter , and G. Ohrig, an Amsterdam trader who wanted to cultivate trade between the Netherlands
and the Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek. These caves were discovered in when the owner of the farm
Klipfonteinhoek observed his cattle disappear into the cave, drawn to the fresh, cold water. Kiepersol
Kiepersol is a small village close to Hazyview. It is predominantly an agricultural community with large
banana plantations, as well as other fruit farming activities Points of interest[ edit ] Waterfalls[ edit ] There are
several waterfalls on the route. Most of these waterfalls fall under the jurisdiction of the provincial parks
boards. They are open to the public, and many are associated with hiking trails.
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Chapter 4 : Panorama Route - Wikipedia
With memories of crisp country air, icy mountain pools and the emerald peaks of the Drakensberg fresh in our minds, we
headed north to spend our final days in South Africa along the Panorama Route.

The breathtaking view over the Graskop Gorge and Lowveld has captured many a heart. The high mountains
and cliffs, the forests and grasslands, the waterfalls and rivers are all present and visible from this magical
place. This is truly the ideal setting for your next holiday or stopover. His vision was to provide a place of
peace and tranquility for the traveler and holidaymaker. Many things have changed over the years because we
believe that change is essential to stay in the market and fulfil the requirements that a traveller or
holidaymaker need. Even our name did not stay the same. This is the place where guests, weary of city life,
can relax in the tranquility, fresh air and wide open space. The more adventurous guests will be able to explore
the area in and around Graskop where they can try their hand at abseiling, river rafting, horse trails and the big
swing. For the guests that wants to know more there is a silk farm, coffee farm, caves and more to investigate.
What Our Guests Say We were given chalet 5 and it was incredible. Has all the basic features and you get
provided clean towels. The view is wonderful! Close to Pilgrims rest and other scenic views. Thank you for
for a great stay. It was just what we needed, when we open the sliding door we saw the mind blowing view. I
all unforgettable stay and one of or family must do again experiences , central to lots to do The location is
superb and the view from our rooms to the serene Graskop is really wonderful. Also, I found the rates are very
cheap. If I visit Graskop ever again, I will stay only in Panorama. We did not have to worry about anything
because the cottages are fully equipped with everything you would need. The grounds are very well
maintained and very welcoming. The pool is great fun and the views are breath-taking! The staff were friendly
and always willing to assist. There is something for everyone!!!
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Chapter 5 : South Africaâ€™s Panorama Route | As Her World Turns
Panoramic South Africa [Sean Fraser, Alain Proust] on www.nxgvision.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
Photographer Alain Proust takes the reader on a photographic journey through South Africa.

I wrote about my highlights for Travel Ideas magazine. Take my word for it, this is no idle reminder.
Mpumalanga province, which shares borders with Swaziland and Maputo , has much to lay before visitors in
terms of natural wonders, age-old stories and cultural sites. Yet, the Panorama Route is possibly its greatest
attraction and certainly the most visited. So give yourself at least four days to explore the region at your own
pace. It was declared a gold field on 22 September as gold fever gripped the region. By the end of the year it
had attracted around 1 gold prospectors with their sluice boxes, in search of alluvial gold along the banks of
the creek. By , R2 million worth of gold was rumoured to have been found. Around tonnes of ore were mined
annually between and But by gold fever loosened its hold as mining activities ceased and attention turned to
discoveries of gold reserves elsewhere. As there is no ATM here â€” there are card machines though â€” it
seems that gold would be an appropriate legal form of tender. Many of the heritage buildings have been
converted into restaurants, coffee shops and curio stores that sell trinkets related to the region. You can also
grab a sluice box and try your hand at gold panning, or partake in the annual gold panning championships each
September. It was built in for the family of a British mining manager and is furnished with decor from the s.
And the prices seem to be stuck in the past too, as a ticket only costs R We buy bags of roasted macadamia
nuts tossed in peri-peri seasoning from the friendly street side vendors before heading out again. From here the
Ngwaritsana River crashes down into the unseen. Its natural beauty and high elevation m is imagined to have
found favour with God, who given the choice would have settled here. Back on the R, Lisbon Falls is on your
left. This trebel waterfall cascades for 95m into the pools below. Berlin Falls is the highest waterfall in
Mpumalanga province After a long stretch of open road along the R, lunch at Potluck Boskombuis. Keep a
look out for the sign on your right hand side en route to the potholes. This is the place for a taste of local
cuisine â€” they serve boerewors, T-bone steak, chicken kebabs, potjiekos, mieliepap, sheba, as well as a
vegetarian bake. All meals come with a side dish of unsurpassable views. We sit on tree stumps at wooden
tables as our food is served on tin plates to the views of the babbling Treur River and surrounding bushveld.
This geological phenomenon marks the beginning of the Blyde River Canyon. Bridges and lookout points
stretch over the expanse of the rivers. The potholes are said to be named after Tom Burke, who realised the
gold potential in the region. To conquer the heat, we buy ice-cream from the cafe. Adrenaline junkies can
obtain a hiking permit and map from the office. Because of the steep slopes one should be fairly fit to tackle
this trail. The canyon is found within Motlatse Provincial Nature Reserve. The photographs speak for
themselves. The view site at the Three Rondavels offers picture-book views of the famous quartzite and shale
peaks that resemble the traditional rondavel houses with domed roofs that are covered, as if with icing sugar,
in green. Magabolle, Mogoladikwe and Maseroto. From here we photograph the Blydepoort Dam. We end off
our trip with a stay at Misty Mountain in Sabie in the southern part of the Panorama Route. It overlooks a
valley of pine trees shrouded by mist on most mornings. You could easily spend two days exploring the area
as there are many excursions and much to keep families busy. This is the place to try trout, which the region is
famed for. There was a day when I ate it for breakfast, lunch and dinner. It gains momentum as it slides down
the metal railing. I have the sensation that I am on my very own roller coaster and that I may tip out on the
corners, but the seat belt keeps me in place and I try not to use the hand-held break too often. Kestrel explains
the cave system as we take in a breath to squeeze our way through tight tunnels, crawl across the muddy
ground, and slide down on out buttocks. Once in the biggest chamber, we blow out our candles and sit in
silence for a minute. All geared up and ready to enter Echo Caves Those with a love of speed can keep the
adrenaline flowing by going quad biking through the pine forests that surround Misty Mountain. It was an
exciting pre-breakfast excursion that woke us up for the day ahead. Quad biking at Misty Mountain But no
matter which activities you choose to do, finish your day with a brewery tour and beer tasting at Sabie
Brewing Company in town. The microbrewery, which is located in a heritage building, has six beers to choose
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from. Then cheers to your epic Mpumalanga road trip along the famous Panorama Route. The minute walk
through the verdant rainforest is enough to get the blood flowing. I emerge from the thicket of twirling
branches and creepers to be faced with a burnt orange sandstone cliff face. The water splashes in all directions
as it tumbles m over the lip of the cliff into the lake below. Take a few steps back to get the entire length of the
waterfall in your viewfinder. Can spot my dad gazing up at Bridal Falls? Then sit on a nearby rock as you take
it all in. Did I leave out any of your favourites? Please tell me in the comments below. Iga Motylska Iga
Motylska is a Johannesburg-based freelance writer, photojournalist, sub-editor and blogger. She is published
in numerous local and international publications, including:
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Chapter 6 : Panorama Route: A self-drive guide | Eager Journeys
Half Day Panorama Tour from Hazyview. South Africa. The panorama route takes about hours to complete and it is
really nice but not.

Celebrated for its breathtaking views, one will experience some of the most spectacular mountain scenery in
Africa. The Potholes are very extraordinary rock formations that were shaped millions of years ago by erosion.
The peculiar swirl holes developed when the once rapid river carried masses of sand and debris. This
breathtaking gorge, the third largest in the world, provides unforgettable memories that become indelibly
etched upon any avid adventurers soul. Its scenery is unsurpassed, its vegetation is both varied and lush and
provides a home to a rich selection of bird and wildlife. It ranks as one of the most spectacular sights in Africa.
This great Escarpment is the kind of place where brochures and guide books run out of original adjectives to
describe the fresh mountain scenery and magnificent panoramic views over cliffs rising mm from the river
bed. The entire canyon extends over twenty Blyde Canyon cuts through the Drakensberg Mountain Range,
one of the seven major mountain systems in Africa. The botanical wonders of these high altitude afromontane
forests can be witnessed while walking some unforgettable trails laid out under the forest canopy. Beneath the
Canyon the Blyde River also yields the unique and critically threatened Lowveld Riparian Forest, which now
covers only hectares in extent. Enter the Canyon from the Lowveld the bottom, signposted to Swadini , head
to Blydesrivierpoort, and you can take boat trips across the Dam to the spectacular Tufa waterfalls, arrange
canoeing, rock-climbing or abseiling activities, or simply hike into the great outdoors. There is an information
centre at the end of the road with excellent views over the dam; prior to this there are viewpoints and
approaching from Aventura Swadini , the waterfall trail up to the Kadishi Tufa is signposted around halfway
along on the right, followed by a path down to the dam wall on the left. Blydesrivierpoort is a dead-end, and
you will need to return to the Lowveld in order to head up for a view down from the top. Climb up onto the
Escarpment through the Strydom Tunnel signposts direct you towards Ohrigstad. After the tunnel, at the Abel
Erasmus Pass, there is the opportunity to see one of the rarest birds in the world. The presence of the Taita
Falcon in South Africa was discovered only in the s. The Three Rondavels are huge rock spirals rising out of
the far wall of the canyon. Over thousands of years, surreal cylindrical rock sculptures created by whirling
water, have formed a series of dark pools which contrast spectacularly with the streaked white and yellow
lichen-covered rocks. Following the road and the Treur River south, there are further spectacular viewpoints:
In the Blyde River Canyon engineers have built an inconspicuous dam wall in a bottleneck below the
confluence. The result is the Blyde Dam. A recently developed, m circular trail, accessible to the physically
disabled, starts at the visitors centre. Many other hikes are available which provide opportunities to view
beautiful waterfalls which are common-place in the area. There are numerous hikes into the canyon and along
the top of the escarpment. The Blyde River Canyon Hiking Trail 5 days , takes you through the canyon,
exploring over 60km of varied wetland, grassland, bush veld, and riverine habitat. The Trail is versatile as it
can be walked in shorter day sections. The area consists of a multitude of different species co-existing
splendidly with the many various habitats. Certainly, this part of South Africa was populated long before it
was descended upon by gold prospectors. Stone age tools of up to , years old have been discovered in the
Blyde River Canyon, while a rock shelter near the Echo Caves was first inhabited at least 30, years ago.
Habitat includes the inspiring cliffs of the Drakensberg escarpment with its plethora of nesting habitats for
several raptor species along with swift, swallow and bald ibis colonies. The pinnacle of the escarpment drops
into open montane grasslands with patches of woodland and indigenous scrub. Scrubby aloe and protea stands
are found over the considerable majority of the cliffs and rocky mountainous terrain. Below in the canyon and
on the slopes of the escarpment, open broadleaf woodlands and lush and fertile riparian forests are found.
Wildlife in the canyon area is as diverse as the habitats. They include, most evidently, troops of baboon, vervet
monkey and dassies which frequent the roadside above the canyon.
Chapter 7 : The Panorama Route South Africa [A Complete Guide] Vagrants Of The World Travel
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Text on Printed Panorama: Cape Town, South Africa. This aerial panoramic photograph of Cape Town was taken by
Christopher Gjevre. It features downtown Cape Town from over Table Bay.

Chapter 8 : Panorama Best of Panorama, South Africa Tourism - TripAdvisor
Panorama tour - Mpumalanga - South Africa - The Blyde River Canyon is the 3rd largest canyon in the world.

Chapter 9 : Panorama Route Safaris - Tours & Budget Packages to Panorama Route
History. In land that today form part of Panorama was awarded to Booysen,B. Change of ownership through the years.
From Booysen it was then transferred to Meyboom, C which called it "de Grendel" It changed hands through the years
and owners were: Meyboom,F. Heyns, J. and van Reenen, D.
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